
ANTIGRAFFITIK is a permanent anti-vandal coating for the protection of concrete,
masonry, wood, metal and pre-existing coatings. It offers excellent performance against
outdoor elements such as rain, sun and extreme temperature variations.
It is a one-component product that cures with ambient humidity. The cured coating
provides excellent ease of removal from most permanent markers and spray paints.

PUENTE DE UNIÓN ACRÍLICO

PRIMER

DESCRIPCIÓN

Graffiti removal with cold water
Resistant to inclement weather
Water resistant
Permeable to water vapor
Solvent dilutable and environmentally friendly
Improves surface color
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Technical
data

Description

Consumption 0.2 kg / m²

Minimum application
temperature

 +5°C

Drying 3-5 h.  (20°C, 60% H.R)

UV resistance High

Pressure water resistance Up to 100 bar
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The indications and technical data that appear in this brochure are based on our current knowledge and on the most typical uses and applications of the product and are
indicative in nature, and may be subject to changes and modifications without prior notice. Depending on the conditions of installation, in which we have no participation,
the specific values may undergo certain variations, as well as due to normal differences in manufacturing tolerances, tests carried out, etc. For this reason, our
guarantee is limited only to the quality of the product supplied.
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 Especiales
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ANTIGRAFFITIK is presented in airtight and approved containers in accordance with EU
guidelines for the packaging and storage of chemical products. Avoid frost and
temperatures above 35º C. The product can be stored for one year in original, closed
containers and covered places.

In case of contact with eyes, wash them with plenty of clean water and consult a doctor.
Hands and skin should be washed with soap and hot water. Avoid release to the
environment.

Storage

Precautions

Application The surfaces to be protected must be clean and dry.
It can be applied with a brush, roller and airless.

Graffiti removal is done by simply applying cold water.


